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This release contains the following items: 
 

    

         

  

 
 

JIRA ID ServiceNow  

Ref 

Type Title Description 

D10-1638 DFCT0011265 Defect Issue with Connect printer keys When generating a printer key from the 

Connect console, if the user role name 

exceeded a certain amount of characters 

then the Connect UI would push the print 

key to the right, this meant the last 

character of the key were missing. This 

has now been fixed and the full printer 

key is now viewable in these situations. 

Screenshot 1: Printer key 

D10-1555 N/A Bug Merge failures are setting 
documents to Rejected rather than 
System Error 

When MergeProcessor fails to merge a 

document, it sets the ServiceStatus to 

Rejected rather than SystemError. As 

there is no Sender user to deal with the 

Rejection a change has been made to 

use SystemError status. 

D10-1419 N/A Bug Application Cache takes you back 
to landing page when cleared 

After clearing the application Cache it 

would take you to the landing page rather 

than staying on the current page. This 

has now been resolved and will no longer 

take the user to the landing page. 

D10-1670 N/A Change TPP documents – Add 
configurable document limit 

A configurable document size limit has 

been added for any TPP documents 

processing through Connect. This is to 

ensure that documents are rejected back 

to the sender if the documents exceed 

the configured limit and the sender is 

notified in a timely fashion. 

D10-1811 Internally 
raised 

Defect Release 99 – Unable to reject 
system errored documents 

An issue ws found when releasing 

Connect 99, when attempting to reject a 

system error document with any rejection 

reason the webpage would refresh but 

the document would remain in the 

previous state. A fix has been rolled out 

to 99 which resolves this issue. 

 

Screenshots/Test Evidence: 



Screenshot 1: Printer Key 

 

 

 


